
Ready to turn back

the clock on fine lines?

More effective than creams

Less drastic than needles

Ellipse is a producer of light-based solutions for medical

and cosmetic conditions. Ellipse has gained the acclaim

of doctors and beauticians worldwide for the quality of

products and  services.
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Intense Age Defence is a simple

and painless two step

procedure to postpone signs

of aging.

Spray on and expose to Ellipse I2PL

light…it's Intense and it's simple!
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Ready to turn back the
clock on fine lines?

Reduce your fine lines and improve your skin

texture and radiance - easily and without any

pain or injections. The Intense Age Defence

treatment uses safe and effective light emitted

from a flash-lamp, together with Intense by

Ellipse Photo Spray, to quickly reduce and

postpone the signs of aging.

What is an Intense Age Defence treatment?

The Intense Age Defence treatment is a two step

procedure:

1) First your skin is sprayed with Intense by

Ellipse Photo Spray.  Apply a generous amount all

over your face and gently massage it into the

skin. This procedure is repeated every 5 minutes

for 1 hour.

The Intense by Ellipse Photo Spray makes your

skin more receptive to the light and primes for

collagen stimulation.

2) After spraying, a transparent gel (similar to

that used in ultrasound examinations) is applied

to your face. The Ellipse operator now flashes

the flash-lamp to your face going over the

treatment area 3 times. The whole treatment

takes around  20 min.

Studies confirm that 3 treatments will give

optimal results. 

Does it hurt?

No! Intense Age Defence treatment is based on

the cells own natural way to reproduce, rather

than on the heat energy caused by high powered

flash lamps. The power of the light has been

lowered to a level that causes no or very little

discomfort.

Is it necessary to use both the Intense by

Ellipse Photo Spray and Light?

Yes! The effect of Intense Age Defence is caused

by the Intense by Ellipse Photo Spray and the I2PL

light together. The synergy between the two

creates results, and investigations show that

neither the spray nor the light works on its own.

Do I have to prepare my skin prior to the

procedure and how do I take care of my skin

after and in between treatments?

Your Ellipse clinic will recommend you to use an

Intense by Ellipse Exfoliating Gel (or similar) for at

least one week prior to Intense Age Defence

treatment. The purpose of the Exfoliating Gel is

to remove dead skin cells. This allows the light to

better penetrate the skin.

In between treatments Intense by Ellipse

Renewing Day Cream SPF 15, will promote the

renewal of your skin cells, protect against

recurrence of wrinkles besides giving you a

medium protection from UV radiation. If exposed

to direct sunlight, use sunscreen as well.

How fast does Intense Age Defence work?

Is the Intense by Ellipse Photo Spray dangerous?

No, because the active ingredient in the Spray is

present at extremely low levels - 0.5%, compared

with typically 20% for similar topical creams.

Because it uses liposomes to transport the active

ingredient deep beneath the surface of the skin,

the spray ensures effective treatment results with

even greater safety and convenience than the

standard method. Just close your eyes while

spraying.

How fast does Intense Age Defence work?

There are no instant visible results with Intense

Age Defence, but improvements in skin texture

and reduction of fine lines will take place gradually

from 1 to 6 months after treatment. The process

of building new collagen in this "natural" way

needs time.

Liposomes transport the active ingredient deep

beneath the surface of the skin.
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